Supply Chain Cost Reduction using Mitigation & Resilient Strategies in the Hypermarket Retail Business
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Abstract — Retail businesses have become more challenging owing to the external and internal forces due to the ever evolving nature of the environment. Various measures are being taken to address the need to manage cost. The supply chain factors must not be ignored as the entire link along the retail supply chain play vital roles. This article is an attempt to presenting an overview of the current situation of the retail environment particularly in the hypermarket sector and the forces affecting their business cost which include knowledge, forecasting, procurement, and sourcing. The paper concludes through literature review that recognizes risks associated with each force that could potentially determine the cost of business for the hypermarkets. As such, an empirical study is to follow this conceptual study to analyse the hypotheses developed and to significantly identify the factors and strategies that retailers could use to reduce the impact of supply chain disruptions to their overall cost.
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1. Introduction

The 21st century has seen much vulnerability which has affected businesses worldwide. This has caused supply chain disruptions to many if not most industries dealing with an array of networks globally. The Japanese tsunami in 2011 affected the auto industry, while the floods in Thailand around the same year disrupted the computer component industry. Also of great precedence has been the effect of globalization. Globalization has given rise to a new era of international competition that is reshaping global production and trade and thereby altering the organization of industries [17].

The same could be mentioned regarding the retail industry, particularly the hypermarkets. This industry is regarded as the link between suppliers of various products from various countries to customers who demand a variety of products for their everyday needs. The supply chain linking the industry is very wide, whereby a disruption could cause various negative effects to the business [2]. Being a competitive industry, the hypermarkets thrive on being price competitive by providing consumers with the best bargain there is available. However, in doing so, the hypermarkets need to ensure their supply chain cost is able to weather any external shocks while maintaining efficiency internally. Management realizes the need to mitigate risks and provoke resilient strategies to reduce the overall supply chain cost to remain competitive.

After facing numerous aftershocks, the supply chain process of the hypermarkets has become more nimble and aligned towards the organization’s wider strategy. Hypermarkets today deem sustained development as a vital tool to ensure survival in the industry. To adhere to this goal, they realize that managing the supply chain has become a necessary strategy to pursue. Various methods are being pursued to ensure customers get value for their purchase, and at the same time reduce cost factors for the hypermarkets.

There is a growing feeling that retail management right now is confronting a remarkable change of structure, if not a change of life itself. This research endeavours to show a review of the present circumstances confronting the retailing business and to recognize retail management as the basic strength influencing their organizations and the significant zones of effect.

The ideas and practices of SCM have been touted as enhancing the execution of organizations which take an interest in them [42]. There have been various investigations of SCM usage among manufacturing firms and large retailer organizations that have set up the significance of SCM, yet to date the effects of SCM practices on little retailers have not been accounted for in the literature. Hierarchical framework has been recognized as an empowering influence of viable SCM [21], yet small firms are liable to vary from base accessible in bigger firms. Notwithstanding framework contrasts, small retailers vary from their bigger rivals in focused system, hierarchical learning style, and position
inside the supply chain structure. Regardless of these distinctions, and their significance to the economy, small retailers were given minimal consideration from supply chain management researchers.

Retailers regularly offer wide number of various items obtained from an assortment of suppliers. Hence, dissecting supply chain structure in this setting is rather mind boggling. To disentangle this analysis, a Category Management system is embraced for this study. This focal point was decided for dissecting retail supply chain structure for two reasons. In the first place, the many-sided quality of the augmented store network in a fast-moving buyer merchandise connection makes execution crucial. Analyzing singular item class supply chains disentangles this undertaking. Second, the Category Management worldview has turned out to be genuinely mainstream among retail vital practices and has been distinguished as an imperative driver of store network execution [28].

2. Conceptual Framework

The uncertainty aroused in the supply chain environment resulted in unpredictable cost in the retail marketing businesses. This paper elaborates the possibility of strategic irrepressible mitigation methods to confront such cost.

3. Research Objective

Research objective is a statement of research purpose which the researcher wants to investigate [43]. Thus, this study is to demonstrate the uncertainty situation aroused in the supply chain environment that caused uncertainty to many organizations engrossed with unpredictable cost. This paper conceptually elaborates the possibility of strategic irrepressible mitigation methods to confront such cost.

i. To examine how the four independent variables influence the supply chain cost
ii. Identify the resilient strategy to sustain the long term profitability in the retailing.
iii. To evaluate the mitigation methodology to manage the supply chain cost effectively.

4. Significance of Study

A Hypermarkets retailers alienated with gigantic level of deficiencies because of vulnerability circumstances periphery inside the supply chain. Hence, this study includes the conceivable system of alleviation to oversee and guarantee a manageable productivity. Notwithstanding the supply chain coordination, retailers still assimilated with dissimilarity regarding the four independent variables.

5. Literature Review

Hypermarkets are modern forms of grocery retailing whereby customers get their requirements at one stop outlets. Hypermarkets are channels for product distribution to customers. [23]. The concept of various goods available under one roof, parking amenities, discounted items, miscellanies’ services have invented a new word in the industry which is hypermarket [24]. Malaysia’s first hypermarket was introduced in 1993 and known as Makro. Since then, various international hypermarkets have joined the bandwagon by launching their businesses here which include AEON, Tesco, Carrefour, and local brand Mydin among the few. With competition heating up aggressively, hypermarkets had to be not just efficient, but also ensure resilience growth in the supply chain business.

Supply chain efficiency differ greatly from supply chain resilience [40]. The former is aimed at improving processes that will enhance the bottom line of an organization, while the latter is designed to withstand aftershocks such as the
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ones previously mentioned in the introduction. However, both require dealing with risks, a variable that is unpredictable, yet greatly influences the outcome of any external or internal shocks. [9] identified types of risks associated to the retail industry as well as strategies to mitigate those risks. The risks are split into supply risks, demand risks, and miscellaneous risks. Supply risks involve disruptions to the availability of products in the retail industry to its customers while the demand risks are risks that could potentially affect the operations of the retail industry. These risks are more internally oriented compared to the industry to its customers while the demand risks are demand risks, and miscellaneous risks. Supply risks involve mitigating those risks. The risks are split into supply risks, demand risks, and miscellaneous risks. Supply risks involve disruptions to the availability of products in the retail industry to its customers while the demand risks are risks that could potentially affect the operations of the retail industry. These risks are more internally oriented compared to the industry to its customers while the demand risks are demand risks, and miscellaneous risks. Supply risks involve mitigating those risks. The risks are split into supply risks, demand risks, and miscellaneous risks.

5.1 Knowledge Management Towards Cost Effectiveness

Despite contradiction, productivity and receptiveness are essential elements in the supply chain process [8,36]. While accomplishing better efficacy, there is a possibility of conceding receptiveness. Thus, performing high proficiency during the distribution and remaining receptive to customer is essential. Inconsistent supply affects promptly on the aggressiveness of a firm, causes high supply chain cost and the customer endure. To reduce the overall distribution cost, retailers rely on merge orders [7] and improve the lead time and zoning the areas accordingly [32,34]. Hypermarket retailers need to deploy various mechanism such as market segmentation, pricing strategy and vendor managed inventory (VMI) without ignoring the supply chain capability and limitation. By centralising and consolidating the distribution, retailer should be able to respond to the customer’s requirements. Retailers also need to build an appropriate organizational culture, business strategy and proper leadership style to tap the changes circulated within the environment. This will be achieved only with top-notch SCM analysis [8] and proper hypothesis [10].

Although different methodologies are applied, a strategic knowledge management is essential to development every level of employees to gain organizational vision and mission. [18] argues that every organization survive because of knowledge management exists and utilised widely within in the organization. Knowledge management concept worked in a holistic manner that incorporates and integrate within the retail environment. Using a specific idea of resources would improve the supply chain connectivity and network where there is a possibility of reducing supply chain cost.

5.2 Forecasting Strategy to Manage Supply Chain Cost Effectiveness

Traditionally, organizational experts have used inadequate data and information or poor prediction methodology to derive forecasting which results in appropriate outcome. In the retail sector, managers face enormous levels of uncertainty that has made them to default the accuracy and cause high level of inevitable supply chain cost. Research [19] has recommended that a proper method of forecasting should be implemented in order to obtain accuracy and reduce organization a burden [38]. Relatively sometimes, the forecasting [26] positively resulted during the high uncertainty and low quantitative data where strategic forecasting policy being implemented. Uncertainty such as uneven population category, distracting technologies, new enterprise and other challenges that continuously happen where survival always is unpredictable. Due to this, managers conduct an internal and external assessment to derive the best way to achieve the supply chain cost reduction [41].

Some researches emphasized that only by developing a strategy of sharing core information, buyers and sellers would gain and reduce the liability between these two parties [5]. However, the forecasting never results positively with suppliers due to poor communication where frequently, supply chain process failed in terms of delay, wrongly perceived and executed [20,31]. With all these negative impacts, there is a high possibility of information incompetency [29]. During any information sharing with regard to forecast, it is necessary to understand the consequences that can cause bad customer – supplier relationship [16], where integrity and communication between buyer and seller is of concern. Managers seek open and complete future assurance while making any decision where every prospect, ideas and policies based on two things that are opportunity and threats. For any business sustainability, it is necessary to fulfil and respond to customers to gain competitive advantage [37]. Managers
should be able to view and prepare for good and bad situations. Basically, forecasting becomes null and void if there is foresight management style [45].

5.3 Strategic Procurement and Sourcing in the Reduction of Supply Chain Cost

Supply chain has developed into global levels due to vast requirement of goods and services [46]. Obviously, hypermarket retailers enhanced the scope of business where global sourcing plays a prominent role. Not only within their country but across continents to gain more exposure in buying and selling. Hence, it is required for any retailer to build networks worldwide to achieve competitive advantage. While widening the scope of procurement, retailers need to magnify wider range of cost such as assembling cost, transportation, freight infrastructure, social liability, mobility and other relevant government tariffs and taxes [6].

Once the procurement experts’ steps into the international trading arena, it is vital for buyers to develop advance knowledge pertaining to the buying skills and sustaining low cost within the limits [30]. Managing procurement and negotiating perfectly and consistently is crucial to ensure profitability is assured and this will reduce the supply chain cost effectively [1,35]. Furthermore, managers need to be trained with regard to procurement skills but this is still subject to debate. This is because international procurement grows every minute and organizations couldn’t tap the speed of development and face the consequences.

Despite the fact that the supply chain theory was well explained [14,27,33], it has not reasonably articulated the related supply chain practices. Comparable to the earlier statement, there are multiple research being conducted to state that supply chain implication is to improve the organization’s performance [44,48], and thus supply chain exercise is not considered as an asset to be conveyed in conjunction with the vital decision of supply chain technique.

Typically, emerging from internal, external or natural sources, risk may affect organizations and on their supply affixes because of the absence of adaptability, data sharing or limit, for occasion [39]. These downsides are considerably more impactful when broke down from the viewpoint of the worldwide system. In this way, moderating effects emerging from a risk, supply chain flexibility plans to help organizations adapt to various sorts of disturbances quickly, empowering operations to be re-established to the past execution level or even to another and better one [11].

Thus, procurement has turned out to be broadly perceived as an essential capacity, in charge of expanding aggressiveness inside an unsteady domain [25], affecting decidedly the association benefit [3] and contributing as much as different capacities to business congruity [4,13]. It is, hence, clear that acquisition assumes a key part in any association. Thusly, this capacity is equipped for overseeing pertinent internal and external authoritative issues which may make supply chain versatility.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

The topic would be open for debate to current managers in the supply chain settings and moreover this study explains explicitly the methods to reduce cost in the hypermarket business. The finishing diagrams support the hypothesis designers and experts. This paper attempts to dissect the supply chain cost risk associated as a moderating risk methodology in theory. Mixing both supply chain settings with the reduction of cost in the hypermarket business prompt standardizing and evaluating of the supply chain social framework in a global field. Based on my research, vital questions pertaining to supply chain business and the cost factors would give food for thought for retailers. Qualitative research, e.g. in the form of in-depth interviews, could be employed to explore additional exploratory aspects to determine the perceived influence supply chain practices. These theoretical assessments highlight suggestions for all supply chain experts to explore further to improve the cost factors. All retail expert should recognised and comprehend the factors contributing to the various mitigating element and influences pertaining to the reduction of cost in the hypermarket. This opens further and suggestion for improvement in the retailer business.
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